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Storm Damage Quicklist
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Three things to do immediately after the storm:

Call your insurance company.  Have your policy number 
handy.  Keep detailed notes of your conversations (who, 
what, when, etc.).  

1.

Call a qualified general contractor to inspect your home.  
Make certain he/she has specific experience in working 
through insurance claims.  If you need emergency board 
and tarp-up, your contractor will have the resources to 
help.

2.

Grab your camera and a note pad. Photograph and docu-
ment everything that you suspect is damaged.  Meticu-
lous documentation will help you down the road.  Do not 
throw any damaged valuables away as your insurance 
adjuster may want to see them.

3.
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Is my home safe?  •

If you have serious damage such as missing walls or roof structures, or large trees 
leaning on your home, think twice about entering before it is inspected by a profes-
sional contractor or building engineer.  Here are other things to consider when your 
home is damaged:

Turn off your natural gas, electrical and water at their shutoff locations in your home. •

Do not touch any wiring or metal plumbing fixtures as they may be carrying electrical current. •

Use extreme caution around fallen trees.  They may appear stable, but looks can be deceiving. •

Is my home secure?  •

It is important to make sure your home is secure from intruders immediately after the 
storm.  This is a relatively straight forward process:

Have your contractor board up all openings in your home, including damaged doors and windows. •

Ask your neighbors to help monitor your home and notify the police if they see suspicious activity. •

Relocate your valuables just in case. •

Is my home weather-proof?  •

Protect your home from further damage by ensuring no more water can get in.

Ask yourself three questions...



Post-Storm Checklist
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Contact your insurance company as soon as possible to initiate a claim.  Keep a record of all conversations you 
have with your insurance company including all dates, times, topics and specific parties with whom you spoke.

Have your home protected from further damage by covering broken doors, windows and any damage to your 
roof or exterior.  If you choose to do any temporary repairs or site protection yourself, be sure to keep track of all 
of your expenses.  Your insurance provider will reimburse you. 

Take many photos immediately after the storm.  Take video.  Take copious notes.  Catalog the age, quantity, 
model, value and manufacturer of everything you feel is damaged.  Detailed record keeping will pay off down 
the road if your claim is processed.  Never throw any damaged personal items away until your insurance com-
pany can determine its’ replacement value. 

Contact neighbors and friends within your area.  Ask them if they have storm damage, who insures their home 
and if they are filing a claim.  Check in on their progress and compare notes from time to time.  This is all infor-
mation that may be helpful to you should your insurance company not handle your claim to your satisfaction.

Work with an insured, licensed general contractor with experience in insurance repairs.  These people bring a 
wealth of information to the table and are more qualified to help you negotiate with your insurance company 
than are roofing and siding companies.

Work with the very best contractor you can find.  This may or may not be the company your insurance provider 
recommends and it is never the guy who is going door-to-door.  The final amount of your claim will be deter-
mined by your insurance providers pricing structure, not by the contractor who performs the work.  It is there-
fore in your best interest to be very picky.

You may be entitled to temporary living expenses and housing if your home is considered uninhabitable.  Re-
cord your expenses.

Never sign any agreements with a contractor until you completely understand the implications. 

More tips for what to do after a storm damages your home:



Storm Damage Inspection Checklist
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Helpful tips for what to look for when inspecting your home:

Exterior

Make sure the building is not in danger of collapsing. Look for bulges, sways, leaning walls and sagging roof lines.
Check the roof as it is a very good indicator of the presence of structural damage. See if the ridge is straight (this is best viewed from a distance). If 
the ridge sags on the ends or in the middle, the load-bearing walls have shifted.
Check the walls to verify that they are vertical and straight. This can be done by eye or with a carpenter's level.
Check the structure where it meets the foundation. The plate should not be separated from the studding where the foundation meets the walls. On 
block foundations, inspect mortar joints to make sure the block with the plate bolt in it hasn't separated from the wall. On stone or concrete founda-
tions, check to see that the plate bolts have not worked loose.
Check for cracks in masonry exteriors of the building. Look near the corners of the structures and under and around doors and windows.
                                (If any of these indicators of structural damage are observed, call a professional contractor, architect or engineer.)

Interior

Turn off any outside gas lines at the meter or tank.
Turn off the main electrical breaker until safe conditions are established. Even if power is out in your area, disconnect the main switch, fuse or circuit 
breaker. Use extreme caution in wet, storm-damaged areas. Stand in a dry spot when turning off electricity. If you have to step in water to get to the 
circuit or fuse box, call an electrician. Whenever possible use a dry stick to open panel doors and throw switches.
Do not smoke or use a flame as a light source when first entering a damaged building.
Check for sagging ceilings. Wet insulation and pocketed water can cause ceilings to fall.
Check the framing. Look for ridge separation, loose knee braces and loose rafters where the rafters join the walls.

Inspect Roofs for Damage We strongly recommend NOT getting up on your roof.  If you must, here are some pointers:

Check for damaged or missing shingles. Check asphalt shingles for cracks at the butt end, where they may have been weakened from flexing. Make 
sure individual shingles have not blown off. Thoroughly inspect shingles on the ridge, gable ends, and eaves.
On a sunny day, check for potential leaks from inside the building with the doors closed. While looking for holes in the roof, inspect the ridge, gable 
ends, and eaves for possible structural separation.
Contact your insurance agent as soon as possible. Don't be in a hurry to settle your claim, however. Make certain that all damages and repairs have 
been identified.

Make Temporary Repairs As Needed

Allow only a qualified professional to go up on the roof. If the roof is sagging from structural damage, stay away. A sagging roof may collapse.  
Cover holes in the roof with boards, tarps, or plastic sheeting. If possible, place tarps or plastic up and over the ridge so rain rolls off. Do not nail 
through plastic sheeting or tarps directly.  Instead, secure with strips of wood and screws/nails. If the holes in your roof are large, support the plastic 
in the center to keep it from ripping from the weight of rain.
Cover holes in the walls or broken widows with tarps, plastic or plywood.
Keep in mind that temporary patches may need to protect your home against weather for a period of days or weeks so take care to do a good job or 
work with a professional to do it for you. 
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Safety  •
If you have doubts, please have your 
home inspected by a licensed contractor 
or engineer before you venture back in 
to snoop around.  It’s free! 

The sad irony is that many people each 
year survive the storm only to be injured 
or killed in the days after while trying to 
negotiate storm ravaged areas.  Storm 
damaged homes are dangerous places; 
electrical hazards, sharp things and the 
real risk that something heavy could fall 
on you.  All reasons to exercise caution 
and heed the warnings of local emergen-
cy workers when they say ‘stay out’. 

Insurance  •
When disaster strikes your home it most 
likely has struck others in the neighbor-
hood.  Insurance companies get very, 
very busy and while we believe in their 
general benevolence, experience has 
taught us that things seem to turn out 
better for YOU when you have a profes-
sional advocate on your side of the table.  
Kuhl Design+Build has extensive experi-
ence in working with insurance compa-
nies through a variety of disaster claims.  
Regardless of who you chose, make cer-
tain the firm is local, reputable, has been 
around for a long time and uses insur-
ance industry standards and protocols 
for the creation of claims.


